Q Anon's Most Shocking Message Yet
Last night we got an extremely shocking post from Q Anon about the
possible assassination of the POTUS, that would be Donald Trump.
And the only reason I'm doing this video is because quite a few people,
I believe, interpreted his message the wrong way. For example, they
say Pope Francis is involved and I am going to point out on this
program that much more likely, Vice President, Mike Pence is involved
and his evangelical prayer group. So let's go through this message
one by one, each line at a time, and I think you will agree with me; and
I'd like to have your input, just make your comments below.
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‘What would happen if texts originating from an FBI agent to
several (internals) discussed the assassination (possibility) of the
POTUS or members of his family?’ It is unbelievable that they would
assassinate members of Donald Trump’s family; that would be,
undoubtedly, his wife Melania or maybe his son Barron. But now, who
would be more 'internal' than the Vice President, Mike Pence? certainly
not Pope Francis. And I think this is a plot between agents in the FBI
and Vice President Pence.
'What if the texts suggests foreign allies were involved?' Well, I’m
going to speculate here that could be Saudi Arabia. Certainly there are
a lot of elements within Saudi Arabia who have no use for Donald
Trump. 'Forget the Russia setup (1 of 22). This is only in the
beginning.' In other words, the Russiagate hoax being perpetrated by
the Democrats is minor compared to what is really happening behind
the scenes. 'Be careful what you wish for.' Now, I think that is a
commentary on people like Roy Potter or David Seaman who debunk
what Q says because he is not revealing everything and Q is telling us
he can't reveal everything and he shouldn't. So that's a put down of
those disclaimer people.
'As the world turns.' That is a specific comment to another
assassination of a President and that was John F Kennedy
because 'As the World Turns' was the name of the soap opera on
television when the word came through from Walter Cronkite that John
F Kennedy had been assassinated in Dallas. So that's the connection
and it shows that this whole message from Q Anon last night is about
the assassination of Donald J Trump. 'Could messages such as
those be publicly disclosed?’ Q is telling us that the assassination
of Kennedy, those facts probably should not be exposed. And here's
why: 'What happens to the FBI? What happens to the DOJ? What
happens to Special Counsel? What happens in general?' And this
is true; all of those agencies would be disavowed; you couldn't trust
them. 'Every FBI/DOJ previous case could be challenged and
there would be lawlessness; think logically.'
So Q wants us to realize that he cannot expose everything about FBI
or DOJ involvement in that assassination and maybe also in this
assassination regarding the president, Donald Trump, because there
would be lawlessness and it would make previous true cases that the
FBI and DOJ were involved with; it would discredit all of them and that
would result in lawlessness. 'We haven't even started the drops
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regarding human trafficking and sacrifices yet and those are the
worst.' And I agree with Q, those are the worst. 'Those good who
know cannot sleep.’ Donald Trump says he's having trouble
sleeping. Those good who know cannot find peace. Those good
who know will not rest until those responsible are held
accountable.' So this is not always going to be a secret about what's
going on as far as people plotting to assassinate him or these child
traffickers; they are going to be exposed. 'Nobody can possibly
imagine the pure evil and corruption out there.'
I have been watching some videos by 'You Are Free TV' and she says
Vice President Pence was involved in human trafficking out in Indiana.
Although she doesn't give any proof, there are others who say the
same thing. I think that is what Q Anon is referencing here. 'Those you
trust are the most guilty of sin.' Notice that word 'sin'. This is not
white-collar crime that Q is talking about. He's talking about things like
ritual satanic child abuse. 'Who are we taught to trust?' We are
taught to trust our pastors, and that is exactly who Q is talking about
here: the pastors. And Vice President Pence has brought in a group of
pastors weekly to pray with the President.
And I want to show you this picture because this, I believe, is where
this assassination attempt could very well take place.

And I might as well read the caption for this: 'President Donald Trump
bows his head in prayer while surrounded by US Vice President Mike
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Pence, faith leaders and evangelical ministers after signing a
proclamation declaring a day of prayer in the Oval Office.' Now, look
very closely at that picture: who is the most vulnerable in this picture? I
mean you could assassinate him just like Kim Jong-Un's half brother
was assassinated: just by rubbing poison on the President's face.
These people have their hands on the President. I predict that Donald
Trump is going to cease this prayer group meeting in his office. This is
an extremely dangerous situation especially if what Q is talking about
is true.
'If you are religious, PRAY'. And we should pray for our President
and he often suggests this, both Q and Donald Trump, that we should
pray for him. And for you Catholics especially, you should pray Mary's
Rosary, as I have been saying for years and years on here. '60% must
remain private (at least) for Humanity.’ In other words, Donald
Trump cannot expose this plot against him and Q is telling us that 60%
of the information must remain private. 'These people should be
hanging.' Q is right. Do you think America is ready for the hanging of
a Vice President? That is a scary thought. This whole post reminds me
of an incident in Bible prophecy in the book of Esther where there is a
plot against King Ahasuerus by two of the eunuchs in his palace within,
in other words, 'internals', and the eunuchs in the book of Esther
symbolize pastors because they are celibate. And I’m wondering if that
passage in the book of Esther is a prophecy of this plot against the
POTUS by Pence and the evangelical pastors?
And shortly after this post, this was last night, as I say, around 7 p.m.,
he added a short addition called; 'Pray. Prey. Notice the
similarity.' Well, P-R-E-Y, the prey would be Donald Trump. P-R-A-Y
would be the praying Vice President. 'Notice the similarity.' Well, there
is a similarity, of course, between the Office of the President and the
Office of the Vice President. So, I believe my interpretation of Q's
posting is correct. I pray that it is not and I would hope that some of
you can debunk what I am saying and prove that I am wrong but I'm
afraid I am correct.
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